Vesterheim Museum in Decorah, Iowa, is one of the premiere centers for Norwegian-American heritage in the United States. As such, it houses one of the country’s most extensive collections of the textiles and handknits that have woven ties between Norwegian communities in America and the Old World, between today’s culture and a rich past. This book collects thirty patterns for handknits from Vesterheim—folk mittens, socks, scarves, hats, wristers, handbags, knapsacks, and sweaters—all inspired by traditional knits housed in the museum. With an introduction reflecting on the history of Norwegian-style knitting and the stories behind the handknits that inspired the patterns, the book is at once a practical guide, a repository of cultural history, and a lovely look at one of the rich traditions knit into the American fabric.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
1. Beautiful presentation, lovely and helpful photos in sizes large enough to catch the details
2. Projects of varying time commitments
3. Finishing techniques that make the items look special, not average
4. Great balance between historical notes/actual patterns
5. Items meant for different skill levels, nothing obviously "tacky" for the beginners
6. Great balance of many types of projects
7. Enjoyable, friendly tone, including some authentic recipes for holiday treats
8. Just too hard to put down! Excuse me as I CO!!
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